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After a structural damage or component failure during any §ight mode,
aircraft dynamics are dramatically altered. A quick and adequate stabilization e¨ort is crucial. Flight dynamics for several failure scenarios are
analyzed. Necessary amounts of control de§ections for postfailure trim
are calculated. These trim values are used as control input in an open
loop manner and validity of this approach is tested via §ight simulations.
Alternatively, a closed loop §ight control system, which does not need
the postfailure trim values, is also designed. This closed loop controller
is based on a linearized aircraft model whereas §ight simulations are
based on nonlinear aircraft dynamics.

NOMENCLATURE
AR
b
c
D
FAx , FAy , FAz
FT x , FT y , FT z
g
ih
Ixx , Iyy , Izz
Ixy , Iyz , Ixz
L
LA , LT

aspect ratio
span length, m
mean aerodynamic chord, m
drag, N
aerodynamic force components
thrust force components
acceleration of gravity, m/s2
stabilizer incidence angle
moments of inertia, kg·m2
products of inertia, kg·m2
lift, N
aerodynamic and thrust induced rolling moments, N·m
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MA , MT
NA , NT
P , Q, R
q
S
T
Tmax,sl
U, V , W
U1 , W1
xE , yE , zE
xT , yT , zT
α
α‘
β
γ
δe
δa
δr
δT
σ
, —, 
T ,  T

1

aerodynamic and thrust induced pitching moments, N·m
aerodynamic and thrust induced yawing moments, N·m
angular velocity components, rad/s
dynamic pressure
wing area, m2
thrust, N
maximum sea level thrust force
components of aircraft velocity
steady-state velocity components along X and Z directions
aircraft coordinates with respect to Earth ¦xed axis system
coordinates of a thrust vector in body axes
angle of attack (AoA), deg or rad
rate of change of AoA, rad/s
angle of sideslip, deg or rad
§ight path angle, deg or rad
elevator de§ection
aileron de§ection
rudder de§ection
thrust ratio, ratio of actual thrust to maximum thrust available
ratio of actual air density to sea level air density, ρ/ρsl
Euler angles
thrust angles in XZ and XY planes

INTRODUCTION

Failure or damage of components during §ight is an important aspect that a¨ects
both lateral and longitudinal dynamics of aircraft dramatically. Engine thrust
loss, control surface damages, and actuator failures generate large amount of irregular forces and moments which lead to harmful consequences. Several studies
have been conducted on this subject.
For the engine out case, McLean [1] discusses control augmentation for partial
thrust loss of general aviation aircraft during takeo¨ and landing. Magni et al. [2]
suggest a robust autopilot design for the problem. Kordt and Ackermann [3] use
parameter uncertainty methods to alleviate uncertain loads on a commercial aircraft, comparing the results with human pilot interference. A more recent §ight

dynamics study performed by Ozdemir
and Kavsaoglu simulates the event with
precalculated open loop control [4]. This approach de¦nes failure as one engine
full thrust loss and introduces engine wind milling drag due to inoperative jet
engine. This reduces the amount of uncertainties and enables a more realistic
linear model de¦ning the event. Stabilization after damage on aerodynamic and
control surfaces is also equally important but more di©cult as the aerodynamic
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model is altered and large amount of uncertainties are introduced. In the literature, there are many studies on detecting and compensating damage. Shtessel [5]
and Hess et al. [6] use sliding mode controllers to track pilots input on a damaged military jet aircraft. Boskovic et al. [7] use multimodel switching control
theory to model each failure di¨erently. Bodson and Groszkiewicz [8] and Liu
et al. [9] make use of adaptive control schemes for actuator failures. Mack et
al. [10] suggest a model reference adaptive damage detector by comparing the
damaged responses to healthy model.
Postfailure trim conditions and §ight dynamics for one engine thrust loss
and rudder actuator failure cases are investigated. An open loop controller using
this trim values is employed. A new closed loop autopilot is also designed, with
modern control synthesis techniques, to hold the aircraft attitude and position
close to the cruise conditions before the failures. Nonlinear §ight simulations are
performed and results are compared with open loop case.

2

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The nonlinear force and moment equations for 6 degrees of freedom aircraft
model can be written in body axis by 3 forces, 3 moments, 3 kinematic, and
3 linear position equations [11]:
m(U‘ + QW − RV ) = FGx + FAx + FT x = Fx ;
m(V‘ + RU − P W ) = FGy + FAy + FT y = Fy ;
‘ + P V − QU ) = FGz + FAz + FT z = Fz ;
m(W
P‘ Ixx + QR(Izz − Iyy ) − (R‘ + P Q)Ixz = LA + LT = L ;
‘ yy + P R(Izz − Ixx ) + (P 2 − R2 )Ixz = MA + MT = M ;
QI
‘ zz + P Q(Iyy − Ixx ) + (QR − P‘ )Ixz = NA + NT = N
RI

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

where U , V , and W are the velocities; and P , Q, and R are the angular rates
on body axis. Aircraft attitude by means of Euler angles and displacement with
respect to Earth frame can be given as a function of these variables [11, 12]:
R cos  + Q sin 
φ‘ = P +
sin — ;
cos —
θ‘ = Q cos  − R sin  ;
R cos  + Q sin 
;
ψ‘ =
cos —
⎤⎡ ⎤
⎤⎡
⎤⎡
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
U
1 0
0
cos — 0 sin —
x‘ E
cos  − sin  0
⎣ y‘ E ⎦ = ⎣ sin  cos  0⎦ ⎣ 0
1 0 ⎦ ⎣0 cos  − sin ⎦ ⎣ V ⎦ .
W
0 sin  cos 
0
0
1 − sin — 0 cos —
z‘E

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
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Indices G, A, and T represent gravity, aerodynamic and thrust contributions,
respectively. Gravity forces on body axis are the functions of Euler angles and
weight of the aircraft:
FGx = −mg sin θ ;

FGy = mg sin φ cos θ ;

FGz = mg cos φ cos θ .

(11)

Aerodynamic forces and moments are the functions of wing geometry (c, b,
and S), dynamic pressure (q), and dimensionless aerodynamic coe©cients derived
R
by the AAA
program [13]. These coe©cients constitute a linear aerodynamic
‘ p, Q, and r terms which are zero at
model. Equations also contain unsteady α,
‘ β,
steady modes as cruise, although they can be very e¨ective on aircraft dynamics.
Aerodynamic forces lift, L, drag, D, and side force, FAy , are [4, 14]:
L = CL qS ;

FAy = Cy qS ;

D = CD qS

(12)

αc
‘
Qc
+ CLq
;
2Vair,T
2Vair,T

(13)

where
CL = CL0 + CLα α + CLih ih + CLδe δe + CLα‘

Cy = Cy0 + Cyβ β + Cyδa δa + Cyδr δr
‘
pc
rb
βb
+ Cyβ‘
+ Cyp
+ Cyr
;
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
CD = C D0 +

CL2
.
πAe

(14)
(15)

Then, the aerodynamic force components along the body axes are
FAx = L sin α − D cos α ;

FAz = −D sin α − L cos α .

(16)

Similarly, aerodynamic roll moment, LA , pitch moment, MA , and yaw moment, NA , can be written as
LA = Cl qSb ; MA = Cm qSc ; NA = Cn qSb

(17)

where [4, 14]
Cl = Cl0 + Clβ β + Clδa δa + Clδr δr
‘
pb
rb
βb
+ Clβ‘
+ Clp
+ Clr
;
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
αc
‘
Qc
Cm = Cm0 + Cmα α + Cmih ih + Cmδe δe + Cmα‘
+ Cmq
;
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
Cn = Cn0 + Cnβ β + Cnδa δa + Cnδr δr
‘
pb
rb
βb
+ Cnβ‘
+ Cnp
+ Cnr
.
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
2Vair,T
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Thrust force of turbofan engine depends on the sea level maximum thrust
(Tmax,sl ), the density ratio (σ), the throttle setting (δT i ), and the placement of
the engine (ϕT i , ψT i ) [4, 14]:
Txi = Tmax,sl σδT i cos ϕT i cos ψT i ], ;

(21)

Tyi = Tmax,sl σδT i cos ϕT i sin ψT i ;
Tzi = −Tmax,sl σδT i sin ϕT i .

(22)
(23)

Total thrust force is the sum of thrusts of n engines:
FT x =

n
#
i

Txi ; FT y =

n
#
i

Tyi ; FT z =

n
#

Tzi .

(24)

i

Once the engine is shutdown or become inoperative due to a failure, the fans
at the inlet of engine start to produce an extra amount of drag force which
is known as wind milling drag and proportional to engine inlet area Aeng and
dynamic pressure. Modeling of this force is highly important while dealing with
engine failures [15]:
Di = 0.3Aeng q .
(25)
Moments generated by the engines are found by the product of thrust forces
and moment arms at each axis. These moment arms (xT i , yT i , zT i ) are the engine
locations with respect to the center of gravity (c.g.):

Figure 1 Body axes and the forces acting on the airplane in xB zB plane: FAx
= L sin α − D cos α; FAz = −L cos α − D sin α; ih , δe , ic , δc , and φT are positive as
shown
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Figure 2 Thrust forces and moment arms in yB zB plane: TYi = Ti cos T sin Ti ;
TZi = −Ti sin Ti

⎫
⎪
⎪
(−Tyi zT i + Tzi yT i ) ; ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
n
⎬
#
(Txi zT i − Tzi xT i ) ;
MT =
⎪
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
n
⎪
#
⎪
⎪
(Tyi xT i + Txi yT i ) . ⎪
NT =
⎭
LT =

n
#

(26)

i

The de¦nition of the body axes and the aerodynamic and thrust forces acting
on the aircraft are shown in Figs. 1 3 [4, 14].

3

TRIM ANALYSIS

A normal cruise §ight is an equilibrium state where the net force and moment
acting on the aircraft is zero. This is provided by a certain con¦guration of
control surface de§ections and engine throttle settings which constitutes trim
values of §ight mode. In case of a component failure or structural damage,
the balance of forces and moments is disrupted and the previous trim values
are no longer adequate for equilibrium. Newton Raphson method is utilized to
determine trim values of controls for normal cruise and for cruise with failed
components. Di¨erent assumptions on states such as sideslip angle or roll angle
can be made depending on desired output, before calculating the trim values.
‘ P , Q, R, and roll (φ) and
For example for a cruise, all unsteady variables α,
‘ β,
yaw (ψ) angles are set to zero. Other §ight parameters such as linear velocities,
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Figure 3 Thrust forces and moment arms in xB yB plane: Ti = Tmax,sl,i σδT,i ;
FTxi = Ti cos φTi cos ψTi ; FTyi = Ti cos φTi sin ψTi ; FTzi = −Ti sin φTi

the initial pitch angle, and cruise altitude are assigned to their preferred values.
Then, by making initial guesses on the variables trim values, a search algorithm
is employed to ¦nd the required amounts of control to achieve a balanced §ight.
Details of the procedures of the trim analysis are explained in [4]. Table 1 shows
these necessary amounts of controls.
By inserting the failure into Eqs. (11) (26), a reference model to damaged
aircraft can be obtained. Repeating this trimming routine for failure cases,
postfailure trims can be obtained. Then, changing the controls into these values,
an open loop mechanism can be tested to stabilize the aircraft.
An engine out (EO) failure can be modeled as removing ¦rst engine thrust
contribution and introducing wind milling drag. This con¦guration will su¨er
from a large amount of yaw moment which will also cause roll motion as equations
are strongly coupled. Also, if not compensated, the necessary amount of total
thrust will decrease to less than a half and the velocity necessary to produce lift
will no longer be available.
Table 1 demonstrates the necessary changes in control surfaces and second
engine throttle to achieve the same §ying qualities before the EO event. While
doing so, it was desired that linear velocity U is unchanged. Also, roll angle is
not wanted in postfailure trim.
Another failure type is an actuator related issue. During the normal operation, control surfaces and their actuator may have mechanical problems. In this
353
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Table 1 Trim values for normal and EO §ight conditions
Condition
Normal operation
First EO

δt1
0.236145
n/a

δt2
0.236145
0.600453

δe
4.0
4.021679

δa
−0.0
1.479276

δr
0.0
−2.296550

Table 2 Trim values for normal and rudder actuator failure §ight conditions
Condition
Normal operation
Rudder jammed at 2

δt1
0.236145
0.458154

δt2
0.236145
0.014137

δe
4.0
4.002206

δa
−0.0
1.114162

δr
0.0
2.0

problem, it is assumed that rudder is jammed at 2◦ . Trim results can be seen in
Table 2.
This approach can be viewed as the actual commands that pilot should apply
in case of failures. This kind of action requires a very sharp pilot interference
which is practically not possible. There may be over or under reaction as human
factor is included. In addition, failures and damages can occur very fast and pilot
reaction may be late. A little amount of delay in pilot£s response would result
in high amount of forces and moments to be generated and to put the aircraft
into irreversible positions. For this reason, an autopilot function for detecting
and compensating failures can be used.

4

LINEAR MODEL

It can be observed from Eqs. (1) (10) that the aircraft is a naturally nonlinear
plant having strong couplings between its modes. To be able to use the linear control design techniques, the plant (aircraft dynamics) should be linearized around
trim points of the aircraft. Either numerical or algebraic techniques can be used
for this purpose. Nonlinear §ight dynamics equations are linearized by small
perturbations approximation [16], and the longitudinal and lateral/directional
equations are expressed by the dimensioned derivatives
-T
,
-T
,
xlon = u w q θ ; ulon = δt1 δt2 δe ; x‘ lon = Alon xlon + Blon ulon
where the state variables are the body velocities on x and z axis, pitch rate,
and Euler angle around the y axis; and control variables are the engine throttle
settings δt1 and δt2 and the elevator de§ection δe . Similarly, for the lateral part,
the state and control vector is selected as
-T
,
-T
,
xlat = ν p r φ ψ y ; ulat = δt1 δt2 δa δr ; x‘ lat = Alat xlat + Blat ulat .
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5
5.1

CONTROLLER DESIGN
Engine Out Controller Design

Using these linear relations, an optimal regulator can be designed to keep the
state variables at their prefailure trim values. Throughout the design, it is assumed that all states are readily measurable and control surface actuators have
no time constant. In case of an engine failure, system matrices Alon and Alat
are not altered; however, control matrices Blon and Blat are subjected to change.
For the linear quadratic control design, conventional cost function J is minimized [16]:
∞



xT Qx + uT Ru dt

J=
0

where R matrix determines the amount of control power to be used and it is taken
as the identity matrix for both longitudinal and lateral controller designs; and Q
matrix determines the maximum variation of system states from the equilibrium,
it is chosen by some experiments to give a satisfactory time response. Using the
optimal state feedback theory, necessary optimal gains that will assure this time
response can be obtained.
When the ¦rst engine (left engine) goes inoperative, control variable δt1 has
no e¨ect on the equations. Therefore, for longitudinal control, only the second engine throttle δt2 and the elevator de§ection δe are used. For the lateral
subsystem control, aileron and rudder de§ections are used:
 
 
δ
δ
ulon = t2 = −Klon xlon ;
ulat = a = −Klat xlat .
δe
δr
Optimal Kalman gains Klon and Klat are calculated via solving the Algebraic
Riccati equation:
0 = AT P + P A + Q − P BR−1 B T P ;
so, the gain:

(27)

K = R−1 B T P .

R
MATLAB
control toolbox is used for solving these equations to obtain
longitudinal and lateral gains. The important part is integrating this controller
to nonlinear aircraft model as an EO case is a highly nonlinear phenomenon that
has both lateral and longitudinal e¨ects on the body.
R
For this reason, the earlier SIMULINK
model that was used to simulate
the aircraft motion was updated. In previous simulation, an open loop mechanism was used to simulate a very sharp pilot movement to put the aircraft
into a trimmed state such that all variables had the correct necessary values to
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continue the cruise safely with an EO. However, for this simulation, the pilot is
assumed to be unresponsive to the failure. When the engine failure occurs, the
sensor unit connected to the system produces an EO signal that activates the automatic control routine. Measuring the current changes in states, the autopilot
attempts to minimize these variations by feed-backing the loop. In the following
subsection, the results of autopiloted simulation are compared to previous open
loop and no control cases.
5.2

Rudder Jam Controller Design

In this scenario, the rudder is no longer available for feedback control. Di¨erent
from the previous part, both engines are healthy; so, a thrust di¨erence scheme
can be an alternative to rudder for yaw control. For this reason, this time
throttles are not only in longitudinal part. Therefore, two decoupled parts must
be connected. Elevator and ailerons are also included. Equation (27) is resolved
for new control and system matrices:
⎡ ⎤
δt1
⎢δt2 ⎥
T
⎥
uc = ⎢
⎣ δe ⎦ = −Kc xc ; xc = [u w q θ xe ν p r φ ψ ye ] .
δa

6

SIMULATION RESULTS

From the simulations, it was observed that no matter how sharply the pilot
applies commands, some portions of moments and forces were still active and the
aircraft was under control of a side force which causes a large y-axis displacement
growing with time. State, control, and other variables depending on them are
compared.
6.1

Engine Out Simulation

The results obtained from the three cases of simulation for EO have been compared. No control option is the case where no control action is taken after the
failure. Figure 4 shows that open loop and autopilot angle of attack and pitch
angle are almost the same, except for some small variations. This is due to the
fact that engine thrust is mainly e¨ective on angle of attack. Also, from Fig. 5,
it can be observed that changes of longitudinal controls are almost identical for
open and close loop schemes.
It can be observed from Fig. 4 that sideslip angles are di¨erent for these two
cases. When open loop control de§ection values were calculated, it was asserted
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into the equations to make the roll angle to be zero. This was one of the reasons
of undesired lateral displacement.
Since the variation in vertical component of the body velocity kept small,
the altitude is almost identical. There is only a minor variation that is compensated in a short time. The open loop control takes care of many states well,
but attempting to keep the roll angle at zero velocity on y axis and side slipping

Figure 4 Comparison of angle of attack, pitch angle, sideslip and roll angle, altitude,
and lateral displacement variations for EO case: 1 ¡ closed loop; 2 ¡ open loop; and
3 ¡ no control
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cannot be diminished. Autopilot allows the aircraft to roll that is a disturbance
to passengers and crew, as a result lacking the side force and lateral displacement.
In Fig. 5, the change of control de§ections is given. For the longitudinal case,
both the elevator de§ections δe and second engine thrust δt2 have very close
results.

Figure 5 Comparison of control de§ections δe , δa , δt1 , δt2 , and δr for EO case: 1 ¡
closed loop; 2 ¡ open loop; and 3 ¡ no control
358
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6.2

Rudder Jammed Simulation

When the rudder actuator jams at a certain degree, it causes a yaw moment
and a side force. Despite 2◦ is small, if no control action compensates these yaw
e¨ects then it leads aircraft to fall. Figure 6 depicts the sideslip angle and the

Figure 6 Comparison of sideslip and roll angles (a), roll and yaw rates (b), and
altitude and lateral displacement variations (c) for rudder jam case: 1 ¡ closed loop;
2 ¡ open loop; and 3 ¡ no control
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roll angle variations. Open loop and closed loop Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) results are very similar to each other. Roll and yaw rates are increased
for a short time when the failure occurs, but quickly they settle to zero. Closed
loop is smoother as it has the error feedback continuously.
The altitude and lateral displacement shown in Fig. 6 states that the failure
e¨ects only very small amount of variation with open loop and closed loop con-

Figure 7 Comparison of control de§ections δe , δa , δt1 , δt2 , and δr for rudder jam
case: 1 ¡ closed loop; 2 ¡ open loop; and 3 ¡ no control
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trollers. For the altitude change, both have the same time domain speci¦cations.
However, for the lateral displacement, the open loop variation is larger than the
closed loop variation and keeps slowly increasing.
In Fig. 7, the change of control de§ections is given for the rudder jam problem.
The ¦rst engine throttle value increases to about its double value, while the
second engine throttle decreases to almost zero. Elevator and aileron de§ections
are more similar than other oscillations. This failure is mainly controlled by
thrust di¨erence and is an example to the topic called Thrust Controlled Aircraft.

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, the stabilization of a twin engine transport aircraft is studied
after failures ¤one engine full thrust loss¥ and ¤rudder actuator jammed.¥ Two
approaches are tested for each case. The ¦rst approach (open loop) is based on
obtaining the postfailure trim conditions and varying the controls to new trim
values after the failure.
In the former open loop approach, the roll angle (φ) was kept constant, thus,
the postfailure sideslip angle (β) was di¨erent from the prefailure value. Open
loop control was successful to eliminate sudden and large changes in trajectory.
The latter approach (closed loop) is aimed at minimizing the changes in aircraft
attitude states by utilizing the optimal control theory. Linear Quadratic Regulator method is applied. Di¨erent weighting coe©cients are assigned to di¨erent
states. The highest weighting coe©cient was assigned to lateral displacement.
As a result, the aircraft made a small roll of about 2◦ but there was a little
variation in side slip angle and aircraft continued its §ight path without any
observable trajectory change in vertical and side directions. For rudder jammed
case, open loop analysis and closed loop control design implemented similarly.
The di¨erence of two engines£ thrust force was utilized to compensate the yaw
e¨ect generated by the failure. Instead of longitudinal and lateral states, one
combined state is used to solve Riccati equation.
This study is the ¦rst step to a detailed §ight dynamics analysis and control
synthesis problem. In future work, more detailed failures altering the model to
a great extent can be covered. For these kinds of failures, techniques such as
State-dependent Riccati equation and di¨erent control allocation methods such
as Pseudoinverse and Daisy chaining may be utilized as both the model and the
controller parameters are subject to change.
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